Senior Angular Frontend Developer (m/f/d)

Invelop is a software company that invents and develops modern software solutions for our existing, large
range of customers. We highly focus on customer value by creating world class software with progressive user
experience for the German and European energy market and therefore support to manage the essential
energy transition.
As a subsidiary of Bittner+Krull (www.bittner-krull.de), a well-established software company, founded in 1988,
we combine the best of two worlds: existing structures and proven methods and processes combined with the
dynamics, progressiveness and agility of a start-up.
We are looking for highly motivated colleagues, who are interested in working with DevOps tooling (e. g.
Terraform, Ansible, etc.), cloud-technologies (e. g. Kubernetes) and frameworks (.NET 5, Angular 11), shaping
the company, working together with a team in Munich and creating modern software for our clients.

REQUIREMENTS

TASKS

At least 5 years of experience in building userfocused web-interfaces with Angular

You’ll work in a highly motivated team
with product owners and UX designers in
Munich
You’ll work within flat structures, close to
the founder of the company

You are passionate about working in an
international, cross-functional and agile team,
sharing knowledge and building great products

You’ll be given responsibility by e. g.
taking a lead in product development

Comprehensive experience in modern cloudapplication development

You’ll be responsible for developing
frontends for our products

Ideally, DevOps experience and profound Linux
knowledge

You’ll learn new tools, languages, and
best practices

You understand that UI/UX are important for
delivering a successful product

You’ll write clean, composable and
testable code

Profound English skills mandatory, German skills
nice to have

BENEFITS
free choice of location and
working hours

start up with the benefits of
an existing customer base

opportunity for personal development and shaping the company

team with dedication for
world class software

high end IT hardware
available

yearly budget for personal and
technical development

30 days of vacation

very attractive
compensation package

awesome team with events in
Germany and Bulgaria

If you are interested, send your application to jobs@invelop.io

